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Many  previous  studies  have  addressed  our  ability  to  detect 
changes between faces. For example Freire et al. (2000) examined 
detection of changes in facial features or the spacing between those 
features. Some of the motivation for the current study comes from 
the observation that examples of the stimuli in this and many other 
studies can often look like the same person even when there are 
clearly detectable image differences (e.g., Figure 1; Freire et al., 2000). 
The instructions given in these studies encourage participants to 
respond on the basis of any difference by emphasizing that “faces 
would be quite similar in appearance” (Freire et al., 2000) or “kind 
of like twins” (Mondloch et al., 2002) and “Correct” responses are 
defined in terms of the presence or absence of any physical differ-
ence. Additionally, comparisons are made between identical views 
– examples are often modified images – allowing image, rather than 
face, based. Detecting differences between images is necessary for 
recognition and the studies cited have made critical contributions to 
understanding featural and configural information. Here we meas-
ure the magnitude of differences that are perceived as a change in 
identity as well as measuring sensitivity to differences.
IntroductIon
Being able to detect differences between different face images 
is critical for recognition. However not all detectable changes 
correspond to a change in identity. In this paper we measure the 
criterion difference people use when making “same or different 
identity?” judgments, with criterion specified in terms of physi-
cal differences in three-dimensional (3D) shape of the face itself. 
The criterion corresponds to the physical difference above which 
people will tend to respond “different” and below which they will 
tend to respond “same.” We also measure sensitivity to deter-
mine the extent to which these measures co-vary. For example 
in Experiment 1 we vary viewpoint, a manipulation well-known 
to affect sensitivity but one which does not affect underlying 
differences in shape. Both criterion and sensitivity are tested and 
defined within a “face-space” based on a principal components 
analysis (PCA) of measured variations in 3D face shape and, in 
Experiments 2 and 3, differences between conditions allow us to 
test between alternative distance metrics for relating physical to 
perceived differences.
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Not all detectable differences between face images correspond to a change in identity. Here
we measure both sensitivity to change and the criterion difference that is perceived as a
change in identity. Both measures are used to test between possible similarity metrics. Using
a same/different task and the method of constant stimuli criterion is specified as the 50%
“different” point (P50) and sensitivity as the difference limen (DL). Stimuli and differences are
defined within a “face-space” based on principal components analysis of measured differences
in three-dimensional shape. In Experiment 1 we varied views available. Criterion (P50) was
lowest for identical full-face view comparisons that can be based on image differences. When
comparing across views P50, was the same for a static 45° change as for multiple animated
views, although sensitivity (DL) was higher for the animated case, where it was as high as for
identical views. Experiments 2 and 3 tested possible similarity metrics. Experiment 2 contrasted
Euclidean and Mahalanobis distance by setting PC1 or PC2 to zero. DL did not differ between
conditions consistent with Mahalanobis. P50 was lower when PC2 changed emphasizing
that perceived changes in identity are not determined by the magnitude of Euclidean physical
differences. Experiment 3 contrasted a distance with an angle based similarity measure. We
varied the distinctiveness of the faces being compared by varying distance from the origin, a
manipulation that affects distances but not angles between faces. Angular P50 and DL were
both constant for faces from 1 to 2 SD from the mean, consistent with an angular measure. We
conclude that both criterion and sensitivity need to be considered and that an angular similarity
metric based on standardized PC values provides the best metric for specifying what physical
differences will be perceived to change in identity.
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in signal detection theory. Same/different and other decisions are 
co-determined by both sensitivity, the ability to discriminate, and 
criterion, the point on the decision axis where responses change 
(Macmillan and Creelman, 2005). It is criterion that determines bias, 
the tendency to prefer one response over the other. In low level psy-
chophysics sensitivity is normally the focus and the same/different 
task avoided precisely because it is subject to bias. Instead other tasks 
including two-alternative forced choice (2-AFC) and odd-one-out 
are used that are designed to minimize bias. Correct responses can 
be made on the basis of any difference and bias reflects an arbi-
trary tendency to prefer one response over another. These tasks have 
been applied to measuring sensitivity to differences between faces 
(Rhodes et al., 2007; Dakin and Omigie, 2009; Ross et al., 2010) but, 
again, stimuli often look like the same person even when the images 
can be discriminated. As Rhodes et al. (2007) point out “only in the 
case of identical twins, do we need to determine whether two faces 
are truly identical or not.” While those authors go on to use supra-
threshold measures of sensitivity, we use the criterion difference 
inherent to a same/different decision to estimate the magnitude of 
physical different that is perceived as a change in identity.
Bias has been reported in previous experiments on face match-
ing and recognition. For example there is a bias to respond “same” 
when matching a photograph to a live individual (Kemp et al., 
1997; Megreya and Burton, 2008; Davis and Valentine, 2009), when 
matching other as opposed to own race faces (Slone et al., 2000; 
Meissner and Brigham, 2001), if instructions are given emphasizing 
that appearance may have changed (Chapman and Wells, 2007), if 
a photographic line-up is presented simultaneously as opposed to 
sequentially (Meissner et al., 2005), or if the faces being matched 
have similar external features (Fletcher et al., 2008). While all of 
these results can be interpreted in terms of criteria, measuring this 
has not previously been the explicit aim as it is here.
We record the proportion of “different” responses as a function 
of the physical differences between faces and use these propor-
tions to estimate the physical difference that would result in people 
responding “different” 50% of the time (P50). P50 specifies the 
abscissa location of the psychometric function that links physical 
differences to observer responses and thus is determined by cri-
terion. Specifically, P50 corresponds to the point where the mean 
difference between the faces in a pair would be equal to the crite-
rion. We also estimate difference limen (DL), half the difference 
between the 75 and 25% points on the psychometric function. This 
corresponds to the steepness of the psychometric function, and 
index of sensitivity: a smaller DL indicates a steeper function and 
thus higher sensitivity. Previous studies using same/different tasks 
have only reported proportion correct providing an indication of 
sensitivity but not criterion (Freire et al., 2000; Mondloch et al., 
2002). Estimating both P50 and DL allows us to focus on criterion 
but also relate our results to previous findings on sensitivity. It also 
allows us to test whether criterion and sensitivity co-vary.
In Experiment 1 we vary the views available, a manipulation well-
known to affect sensitivity (Bruce et al., 1987; Hill et al., 1997; Troje 
and Bulthoff, 1998; Favelle et al., 2007), especially for   unfamiliar 
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Figure 1 | (A) Examples of the stimuli shown in the FF condition of 
Experiment 1. From left to right, the average reference face and 0.3, 0.6, and 0.9 
SD comparison faces. The P50 observed in this condition was 0.33 SD, just to 
the right of the second face from the left. (B) Two-dimensional illustration of 
face-space used for Experiment 1. Black points show locations of the 54 faces 
used to define the face-space. The locations of the average reference face and 
the 0.3, 0.6, and 0.9 SD comparison faces illustrated in (A) are also indicated. 
The blue diagonals and points represent possible locations of the comparison 
faces used and for which Euclidean and Mahalanobis distances are equivalent. 
Please note that in the 22 dimensional space used mean Mahalanobis distance 
from the average of the 54 actual faces was 4.6 SD ≈ √(22) cf (Burton and 
Vokey, 1998).
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defines a space with orthogonal axes that correspond to the principal 
sources of variation between faces. The PCs are the dimensions of 
the space and are ordered in terms of the proportion of the total 
variation that they account for. PCA based physical face-spaces are 
widely used, although most are based on PCA of face images (Turk 
and Pentland, 1991). The performance of automatic systems based 
on these analyses corresponds well with that of humans (Burton 
et al., 2001). The degree of correspondence depends on the similarity 
measure used and, for example, Mahalanobis distance (Mahalanobis, 
1936) has been found to produce a better correspondence than 
Euclidean distance (Burton et al., 2001). Mahalanobis distance 
weights each variable according to its variance and covariances:
d x y x y S x y
T ( , ) ( ) ( )
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where T indicates transpose, and 
￿
x and 
￿
y are two vectors from 
a distribution with variance–covariance matrix S. In the case of 
PCA, covariance between dimensions is zero by definition and, in 
that case, Mahalanobis distance equates to standardized Euclidean 
distance, the square root of the sum of the squares of all PC values 
standardized by their associated SD (De Maesschalck et al., 2000). 
Raw Euclidean distance is simple the sum of the squares of unstand-
ardized PC values. As identity specific information is necessarily 
shared by only a few if any faces, it is encoded in lower PC dimen-
sions (O’Toole et al., 1993). These have smaller variance and thus val-
ues by definition as so contribute little to Euclidean or other distance 
measures when PC values are not standardized. While Experiment 
1 was designed so that Euclidean and Mahalanobis distances are 
equivalent, Experiment 2 provides a test between these metrics.
An alternative similarity metric is based on differences between 
angles subtended by “identity vectors” at the origin of face-space 
rather than distances (Leopold et al., 2001; Romdhani et al., 2005; 
Ross et al., 2010). In a PCA space the origin is the average face and 
this may play the role of a norm or prototype with identity vectors 
defining faces with respect to that point. The direction of the iden-
tity vector is more important than its magnitude in determining 
identity, probably because direction captures the relations between 
different sources of variation (Ross et al., 2010). Automatic carica-
tures, which exaggerate differences from the mean while preserving 
or even enhancing perceived identity, inspired such models, and 
emphasize the importance of direction over magnitude (Brennan, 
1985; Rhodes, 1996).
In Experiment 3 we test between angle and distance based meas-
ures by varying the distinctiveness of the faces being compared. 
Distinctiveness is a central concept to face-space models often 
characterized in terms of “how easy would it be to pick out this 
person in a crowd” (Light et al., 1979; Valentine, 1991). Subjective 
ratings show good inter-rater agreement and predict memora-
bility (Light et al., 1979; Valentine and Bruce, 1986; Vokey and 
Read, 1992). Distinctiveness also correlates with distance from 
the average in both physical (Bruce et al., 1994; Hancock et al., 
1998) and psychological face-spaces (Johnston et al., 1997). Here 
we varied distinctiveness by varying the distance of the faces being 
compared from the origin in physical space, i.e., the magnitude of 
the identity vectors. Comparison faces were “lateral caricatures” 
(Rhodes et al., 1998; Lewis and Johnston, 1999) of the reference 
faces (Hancock et al., 2000). In many of the studies cited above 
the faces being compared were presented in the same view (Freire 
et al., 2000; Mondloch et al., 2002; Rhodes et al., 2007; Dakin and 
Omigie, 2009; Ross et al., 2010) and this allows decisions to be based 
on image differences alone: all differences in the images presented 
result from differences between the faces. Changing view introduces 
image changes that are much larger than those associated with a 
change in identity (Moses et al., 1996), but which themselves do not 
provide information about whether the face is the same or different 
person. As well as the usual identical full-face (0°) view comparison, 
we also include two conditions where the faces are compared across 
changes in viewpoint. One condition involved matching between 
static full-face and a three-quarter (TQ; 45°) views, a condition well-
known to reduce sensitivity (Liu and Chaudhuri, 2002). The other 
involved matching between an animated sequence of seven views 
(−45° to 45° in steps of 15°), temporally offset to avoid image based 
comparisons (see Movie S1). Similar animations have been shown 
to increase subsequent sensitivity compared to static or jumbled 
views in an old/new recognition task (Hill et al., 1997). If criterion is 
independent of sensitivity and is determined by differences between 
faces that are independent of viewing conditions it, unlike sensitivity, 
will not vary the two conditions requiring face based comparisons.
The  differences  between  reference  and  comparison  faces 
in  Experiment  1  and  the  experimental  manipulations  used  in 
Experiments 2 and 3 are all defined in terms of “face-space,” a 
widely used metaphor defined and elaborated elsewhere (Valentine, 
1991, 1995, 2001; O’Toole et al., 2001b). Briefly, face-space models 
propose that faces are encoded in terms of their location in a multi-
dimensional space where the dimensions correspond to “features” 
that can be used to discriminate between them. Distances within the 
space correspond to similarity and are fundamental to categoriza-
tion decisions including recognition (Aeria et al., 2010). In all the 
experiments reported here we use a physical face-space (O’Toole 
et al., 2001a) based on PCA of differences in 3D shape to define 
the stimuli tested (Vetter and Blanz, 1999; Claes, 2007). We also 
compare conditions designed to test between different possible 
distance metrics within this space to see which best predict human 
perception and decisions.
We focus on shape because it is a property of the face itself and 
as such genuinely represents a face- rather than an image-space. In 
practical terms shape is also relatively difficult to alter artificially. It 
is the target of many forms of surgical interventions, and critical for 
craniofacial reconstruction (Claes et al., 2006) and understanding 
how physical changes in shape are perceived is critical for these 
applications. Surface reflectance is the other key property in deter-
mining the appearance of faces, but the reflectance information 
currently provided by scanners is itself image based and affected by 
factors extrinsic to the face itself, particularly lighting. Also, while 
relatively few principal components (PCs) can explain the majority 
of the data in the case of shape, modeling detailed facial reflectance 
including unique facial markings is much more challenging and 
requires many more components to explain an equal proportion of 
variation. Lastly reflectance can and is readily and easily altered by 
the application of makeup. Thus, while we do not wish to deny the 
importance of reflectance information (Hill et al., 1995; O’Toole 
et al., 1999; Russell et al., 2007), here we focus on shape, and keep 
reflectance constant.
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still retaining 98% of the original variance, the rest being largely 
noise. Twenty-two dimensions were needed to satisfy this criterion 
in Experiments 1 and 2 and 38 in Experiment 3. This dimensional-
ity is of the same order as that suggested appropriate for recogni-
tion (Lewis, 2004). The synthetic face models used as stimuli were 
defined within these PCA spaces assuming normal distributions 
averaged around the mean face and with SD for each dimension 
based on the real faces. All differences between faces are specified 
in units of these SD, z-scores.
Details  of  the  synthetic  faces  generated  were  determined 
by experimental design and are specified in the corresponding 
methods section. Both types of scanner record information about 
surface color as well as shape, and this information was used to 
define an average surface color which was applied to all stimuli. 
Synthetic face models were imported to Blender v2.45 (www.
blender.com), an open source 3D modeling software package. A 
single directional white light (intensity 1.5) from 30° above the 
line of sight and a 60-mm camera 0.5 m in front of the face were 
used to render the scene. Seven views were generated of each 
face by rotating it about its vertical axis in 15° steps from left TQ 
(−45°) to right TQ (45°). Each view was rendered using Blender’s 
internal raytracing engine and output as 480 × 480 pixel bitmap on 
the default Blender blue background (RGB 15, 56, 102). Modeled 
surface reflectance was based on average values and kept constant 
for all views of all face models. Other Blender settings were left 
at default values. Copies of the stimuli are available from the 
corresponding author on request.
PartIcIPants
Ethical approval for all experiments was granted by the University 
of Wollongong Human Research Ethics Committee, application 
HE09/358, in accordance with Australian National guidelines. All 
participants were students at the university, were over 18, and were 
assumed to have normal or corrected to normal vision and face 
processing abilities. Participation was irrespective of ethnicity and 
this was not recorded.
Procedure
For Experiments 1 and 3 testing took place in groups of up to 20 but 
at individual computers. For Experiment 2 participants were tested 
individually. Presentation of stimuli and recording of responses 
was controlled by individual Dell PCs using software written in 
Runtime  Revolution. Viewing  distance  was  unconstrained  but 
approximately 50 cm. Participants entered an individual identifier 
and on screen and instructions informed them that they would be 
shown pairs of faces presented simultaneously and that their task 
was to decide whether “the two faces are the same person or not.” 
The 480 × 480 pixel images measured 14 cm × 14 cm (16° × 16°) 
on the screen. Individual faces varied in size but were approxi-
mately 7 cm × 10 cm (8° × 11°). The centers of each image were 
separated by 18 cm (20°) horizontally and offset 5 cm (6°) vertically 
to prevent direct comparisons. Left/right positions and order of 
trials was fully randomized for each participant. Responses were 
made by moving a scroll bar. Although this enabled participants 
to indicate a level of confidence in their decision results were bina-
rized as “same” or “  different” for analysis. The slider started each 
faces,   having   identity vectors with the same magnitude but in a 
different   direction. Increasing distinctiveness by increasing mag-
nitude leaves the angles between identity vectors unchanged while 
increasing the distance between faces proportionally (by similar 
triangles).
conclusIon
In all experiments we estimate criterion P50 and sensitivity DL in 
terms of physical differences in facial shape. In Experiment 1 we 
use the average face as a reference and test whether P50 and DL 
are affected by the face views available. We expect sensitivity to be 
affected but, if criterion is a function of the differences between 
faces and independent of sensitivity, it should remain constant. 
Experiment 2 provides a test between two possible physical distance 
metrics, Mahalanobis and Euclidean, to see which best predicts 
observed P50 and DL. Lastly, in Experiment 3 we use 10 references 
faces and vary the distinctiveness of both reference and comparison 
faces in order to test between angle and distance based similarity 
measures. The general methods are described next followed by the 
individual experiments.
General Methods and MaterIals
stIMulI
All  Stimuli  were  rendered  images  of  3D  solid  body  computer 
models of synthetic faces based on measurements of real faces. For 
Experiments 1 and 2, the analysis was based on 54 faces recorded 
using a NEC “Fiore” 3D facial surface scanner (Yoshino et al., 2000). 
Ethics approval was given by the University of Melbourne, Human 
Research Ethics Committee (HESC 050550.1), VIC, Australia. For 
Experiment 3 the analysis was based on 224 real faces recorded using 
a 3dMD scanner (Aeria et al., 2010). Ethics approval was granted 
by the Princess Margaret Hospital for Children ethics committee 
(PMHEC 1443/EP), Perth, WA, Australia. In each case equal num-
bers of males and females randomly selected from those available 
were included. The Melbourne database consists of two distinct 
populations, Japanese and “Caucasian”1, of which only ones labeled 
Caucasian were used. The Perth database contains people from a 
variety of origins and ethnicity was not used as a criterion for inclu-
sion/exclusion (which was randomized). Self-reported ethnicities 
of the 224 faces used were: 155 Caucasian, 29 Chinese, 10 Indian, 
8 Eurasian, 5 Italian, 3 Anglo-Indian, 2 Filipino Australian, and 
1 each of African (Black), African-Italian, Anglo-Saxon, Chilean, 
Chinese-Indian, Malaysian, Mixed, Portuguese, Somalian, Spanish, 
Vietnamese, and one face with no self-reported ethnicity. Ethnicity 
was not the focus of this research but this information is included as 
ethnicity is known to affect facial processing (Meissner and Brigham, 
2001). All faces were shown with the same modeled surface reflect-
ance, “skin color,” which was based on the average of the faces used 
to define the face-space (Figures 1, 2, 4, and 6 show examples).
Scanned shape data for each individual real face is first fit to a 
generic face mesh with well specified topological properties (Claes, 
2007). Each face is represented as a vector with x, y, z position 
values for each vertex. The mesh with 9,327 vertices was used for 
Experiments 1 and 2 and one with 12,016 vertices for Experiment 
1The term “Caucasian” is not well defined but is widely used refer to “white” people 
of European origin.
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(Bruce et al., 1987; Moses et al., 1996; Troje and Bulthoff, 1996, 
1998; Hill et al., 1997; O’Toole et al., 1998). Thirdly we included 
an animated condition (GIF) where seven views (−45° to 45° 
in 15° increments) of each face were presented in an animated 
sequence giving the impression of a head oscillating from side 
to side. This condition was designed to maximize information 
about face shape available by providing both multiple views and 
motion based cues to structure. Similar presentation conditions 
lead to better recognition memory (Hill et al., 1997) and were 
expected to increase sensitivity compared to a single static view. 
The animations were presented offset in time to prevent direct 
image based comparisons.
We expected sensitivity to be high for FF and GIF but lower for 
TQ. Criterion may not vary if it is independent of sensitivity and 
reflects underlying difference in shape between faces as intended.
Method and MaterIals
Participants
Forty-seven undergraduate students took part in this experiment 
as part of third year laboratory classes.
Design
Participants were randomly assigned to one of the three condi-
tions: paired full-face (FF), full face, and TQ or paired GIF anima-
tions (GIF) as outlined in the Section “Introduction and General 
Methods and Materials.” The method of constant stimuli was used 
with 10 repetitions at each of 11 levels of difference between the 
faces. The levels used varied from 0, identical faces, to 1 in steps 
of 0.1 defined units of SD for each of the 22 PCs used. Sign was 
randomized for each dimension independently giving 222 possible 
faces for each level. There were a total of 110 trials with order and 
left/right positions fully randomized for each participant.
Other details of the method and materials were as described in 
the Section “General Methods and Materials.”
results
Figure 2 shows the overall proportion of “different” responses as a 
function of distance from the reference face for each of the three 
conditions of viewpoint. Table 1 gives medians and interquartile 
ranges for P50 and DL. Overall the number of “different” responses 
increased with greater physical differences between stimuli, meas-
ured in SD units, as intended. The rank order correlation between 
distance and proportion “different” was Spearman’s rho rs = 0.511, 
p < 0.001 (N = 5,170 trials; unmonotonized data). One participant in 
the FF condition was not included in the analysis because P50 could 
not be determined as the maximum difference between stimuli, 1 
SD, elicited less than 50% “different” responses. Similarly P75 could 
not be estimated for four other participants (three in TQ and one 
in FF) and DL was set to the maximum possible value of 0.5 SD.
A Kruskal–Wallis test showed a main effect of Views presented 
on P50: H(2) = 9.23, p = 0.01. Follow-up Mann–Whitney tests 
with Bonferroni corrected alpha = 0.05/3 confirmed that P50 was 
significantly lower in the FF condition than TQ, U = 54.5, p = 0.008, 
effect size r = −0.47, or GIF, U = 49.5, p = 0.008, effect size r = −0.48. 
There was no significant difference between TQ and GIF conditions, 
U = 110, p = 0.711, r = −0.07.
trial positioned on the center tick mark but this was not a valid 
response and   participants had to move the pointer to one side or 
the other. Images remained on the screen until a response was made. 
Ten practice trials preceded the experiment proper during or after 
which participants were able to ask questions regarding the task. 
No feedback about accuracy was given at any stage. There were a 
total of 110 trials in Experiments 1 and 3 and 220 in Experiment 2.
desIGn and treatMent of results
All experiments used the method of constant stimuli with 11 lev-
els of difference including identical face pairs. There were 10 rep-
etitions at each level and the percentage of “different” responses 
recorded. Observed response probabilities were used to estimate the 
median location (P50) and 25th (P25) and 75th (P75) percentiles 
for each observer using the Spearman–Karber method, a distribu-
tion free approach to estimating psychometric functions (Miller 
and Ulrich, 2001). Data were first monotonized (Klein, 2001) as 
this gives the maximum likelihood estimate of the true response 
probability (Miller and Ulrich, 2001). The median was used as a 
distribution free estimate of criterion location (P50), as there is a 
50% probability the criterion falls below this point. Similarly half 
the inter quartile range (IQR), (P75−P25)/2, was used to estimate 
the DL, a measure inversely related to sensitivity. Between condition 
differences in P50 and DL were tested using non-parametric test 
and effect size, r, calculated on the basis of corresponding z and N 
values (Field, 2009).
exPerIMent 1: crIterIon as a functIon of vIews 
Presented
IntroductIon
The primary aim of this experiment was to estimate the criterion 
adopted by observers when deciding whether two faces presented 
are of the same person or not. We also measure sensitivity and test 
how both vary as a function of the face views presented.
The average face was used as the reference throughout. We 
expect criterion will vary as a function of both location and 
direction in face-space and the average represents a neutral 
starting point in both respects. Direction was randomized with 
the constraint that all comparison faces were at the corners of 
concentric multi-dimensional hypercubes (Wilson et al., 2002). 
That is they were equal distances away on all PC dimensions 
when distance is specified in terms of the SD associated with 
each dimension. This corresponds to Mahalanobis distance but 
constraining the comparison faces in this way ensures that they 
were equivalent with respect to other possible distance met-
rics including Euclidean. Examples of the stimuli are shown in 
Figure 1A) and their corresponding locations on the first 2D 
of face-space in Figure 1B).
We varied the face views shown as a between participants 
manipulation. In one condition (FF) identical full-faces views 
were shown as for many previous studies (Freire et al., 2000; 
Mondloch et al., 2002; Rhodes et al., 2007; Dakin and Omigie, 
2009; Ross et al., 2010). In this condition all image differences 
reflect differences between the faces and decisions may reflect 
image based rather than face based comparisons (Bruce, 1982). In 
a second condition (TQ) comparison faces were shown in TQ view, 
preventing direct image based comparisons. This view change is 
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that significantly affect sensitivity. Criterion was significantly lower in 
the identical view condition, but as argued in the introduction, this 
is likely to reflect image rather than face based comparisons. Based 
on this data, the best estimate of the criterion people used is 0.47 SD 
when the average face is the reference. While it would clearly be neces-
sary to test a variety of other view combinations and other changes in 
presentation conditions to determine if this remains constant over a 
wider range of conditions, that is not the focus of this work.
Sensitivity was higher for FF and GIF comparisons than for TQ 
comparisons as expected. The GIF condition was associated with 
both high sensitivity and low false alarm rates while still ensuring 
that comparisons have to be face rather than image based and was 
used for the remaining experiments.
exPerIMent 2: contrastInG euclIdean and 
MahalanobIs dIstance MetrIcs
IntroductIon
This experiment was designed as a test between Euclidean and 
Mahalanobis distance metrics again using the average face as a 
reference. While in Experiment 1 comparison faces were designed to 
be equivalent with respect to these two metrics, here we compared 
two conditions that would be expected to differ. Here stimuli were 
generated in the same manner as before except that either the first 
(PC1) or second (PC2) PCs was set to zero (Please see Figure 3). 
This meant that Euclidean but not Mahalanobis distances will differ 
between the conditions.
By definition PC1 is associated with more physical variation 
and a larger SD than PC2. This means that Euclidean distances 
will be larger when PC2 is zero and PC1 varies than when the 
There was also a main effect of View on DL: H(2) = 13.59, 
p = 0.001. Follow-up Mann–Whitney tests with Bonferroni cor-
rected alpha = 0.05/3 showed that DL was significantly higher, and 
thus sensitivity lower, for TQ than FF, U = 38.5, p = 0.001, effect size 
r = −0.58, or GIF, U = 48.5, p = 0.004, effect size r = −0.51. There 
was no significant difference in DL between FF and GIF, U = 78.5, 
p = 0.161, r = −0.26.
Median false alarm rates (“different” responses at the 0 SD level) 
for the three conditions were: FF 0.15 TQ 0.35 GIF 0.10. The high 
rate in TQ shows how changes in viewing conditions can be mis-
interpreted as a change in identity even when there is no change 
in the shape of the face.
dIscussIon
The  proportion  of “different  identity”  decisions  increased  with 
distance from the average reference face as expected. Criterion was 
significantly lower for FF than TQ or GIF, which did not differ from 
each other. Sensitivity was higher for FF and GIF than TQ as expected.
Criterion was constant for both conditions that involved compar-
ing between views, despite the significant difference in sensitivity. 
This is consistent with people making their judgments on the basis of 
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Figure 2 | Proportion “different” responses as a function of physical difference in SD units for the three conditions of experiment 1. Dotted lines indicate 
individual psychometric functions and solid red lines combined data.
Table 1 | Median (iQr) of P50 and DL for all participants.
Condition measure  FF  TQ  giF
P50  0.33 (0.16)  0.46 (0.13)  0.47 (0.19)
DL  0.14 (0.14)  0.31 (0.14)  0.18 (0.11)
All values are in the SD units used to construct the stimuli (see General Methods 
and Materials).
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Participants
Twenty-four undergraduate students took part in this experiment 
for course credit and were tested individually.
Design
This experiment was a within subjects design with two conditions, 
PC1 zero or PC2 zero. Comparison faces were constructed in the 
same way as for Experiment 1, except that either PC1 or PC2 was 
zero for all comparison faces in the condition. Sign was randomized 
for other dimensions as before. There were a total of 220 trials, 110 
for each condition. Order was fully randomized for each participant 
and PC1 zero and PC2 zero trials were not distinguished in any way.
The reference face was the average face for both conditions and 
all stimuli were presented as animated GIFs. Other details of the 
method and materials were as described in the Section “General 
Methods and Materials.”
reverse is true. For the particular PCA space used Euclidean 
distances will be ∼1.5× greater in the PC2 zero condition – a 
function of the proportions of total variance accounted for by 
each dimension in the PCA space. In contrast Mahalanobis 
distances are standardized by SD and will not vary between 
conditions.
If criterion corresponds to a particular Mahalanobis distances, 
P50 will not vary between conditions. In contrast, if criterion cor-
responds to particular Euclidean distance, the P50 SD value will 
be 1.5× larger in the PC1 zero condition.
Viewing conditions were constant in this experiment ruling 
out one possible source of variation in sensitivity. If sensitiv-
ity is constant, the same differences between conditions would 
be expected for DL as for P50. However sensitivity can vary as 
a function of direction in face-space (Ross et al., 2010), and 
this  could  also  produce  a  difference  between  the  conditions 
tested here.
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Figure 3 | (A) Examples stimuli used in Experiment 2. The average reference face 
is shown on the left and all other faces are 1 SD away. The top row shows PC2 zero 
faces and the bottom row PC1 zero faces. The average faces is shown here at 45° 
and other faces at 30° but in the experiment all were shown as temporally offset 
GIF animations rotating between 45° and −45°. (B) Two-dimensional illustration of 
the face-space used for Experiment 2. Black points show locations of the 54 faces 
used to define the face-space. The locations of the average reference face and the 
PC1 zero (0, ±1 SD) and PC2 zero (±1, 0 SD) comparison faces shown in (A) are 
also indicated. Red/blue points indicate possible locations of comparison faces for 
PC1 zero and PC2 zero conditions respectively.
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of PC1 found here may reflect this. P50 for the PC1 but not PC2 
zero condition was similar to that found in the GIF condition of 
Experiment 1 where all PC dimensions varied under the same view-
ing conditions, suggesting that fixing PC2 but not PC1 affects the 
proportion of “different” decisions. If PC1 is unique in its lack of 
influence, we would expect P50 to remain around 0.46 SD if other 
PC dimensions were set at zero but this remains to be tested.
In Experiment 3 we test whether an angle based similarity meas-
ure in general better accounts for perceived changes in identity than 
distance based measures.
exPerIMent 3: coMParInG anGle and dIstance based 
Measures
IntroductIon
In this experiment we test whether changes in angle capture changes 
in perceived identity better than changes in distance. Angle here 
refers to is the differences in direction between the “identity vectors” 
that define reference and comparison faces relative to the mean in 
face-space (Leopold et al., 2001). Angle is contrasted as a measure 
to distance between the end points of the same vectors. Varying 
the magnitude of the vectors affects distance between endpoints 
but not angle. Vector magnitude also corresponds to perceived 
distinctiveness.
Ten reference faces were used, all one SD from the mean 
and generated in the same way as the 1 SD comparison faces 
in Experiment 1. One SD is the mean value expected for a face 
drawn from a multinormally distributed population. For each of 
these reference faces comparison faces were “lateral caricatures” 
constructed by moving in a direction orthogonal to the reference 
results
Figure 4 shows the overall proportion of “different” responses as a 
function of distance from the reference face for PC1 zero and PC2 
zero conditions. Table 2 gives group medians and interquartile 
ranges for P50 and DL. Overall number of “different” responses 
again correlated positively with physical differences between stim-
uli: Spearman’s rho rs = 0.541, p < 0.001 (N = 5,280 trials).
Wilcoxon signed ranks dependent samples test showed that P50 was 
significantly lower for PC1 zero faces, N = 24, T = 49, p = 0.02, r = −0.48. 
This is the opposite direction to that predicted by Euclidean distance.
There was no significant difference in DL, N = 24, T = 118, 
0 = 0.54, r = 0.13, consistent with sensitivity reflecting Mahalanobis 
distance.
Median false alarms rate (“different” responses at 0 SD level) 
was 0.15 based on the 20 identical 0 SD pairs.
dIscussIon
Participants adopted a significantly lower criterion in the PC1 zero 
condition but sensitivity did not differ. The null effect on sensitivity is 
consistent with Mahalanobis distance and the difference in criterion 
is in the opposite direction to the predicted by Euclidean distance. 
While there is considerable overlap between individual functions, P50 
appears to be somewhat more affected by changes in PC2, despite 
the fact that this dimension accounts for less physical variation than 
PC1. Standardizing PC values in terms of the associated SD, as is the 
case for Mahalanobis distance, provides a principled way of ensuring 
that distances are not dominated by the values of early PCs.
As can be seen from Figure 3A, size differences are a major source 
of variation captured by PC1. Previous work has shown that size dif-
ferences do not affect human categorizations even when potentially 
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Figure 4 | Proportion “different” responses as a function of physical difference in SD units for the two conditions of experiment 2. Dotted lines indicate 
individual psychometric functions and solid red lines combined data.
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faces at each angle and for each reference face was randomly selected 
for each participant. For the between subjects conditions the refer-
ence faces were “caricatured” by scaling all PC values equally and 
new comparison faces generated. Resulting levels of distinctiveness 
were 0.5, 1.0, 1.5, and 2.0 SD.
Participants
One hundred eleven undergraduate students took part in this 
experiment as part of third year laboratory classes.
Design
Participants were randomly assigned to different groups which 
varied according to the distinctiveness of the faces shown: 0.5, 1.0, 
1.5, or 2.0 SD. P50 and DL were both specified in terms of angle.
Other details of the method were as described in the Section 
“General Methods and Materials.”
results
Figure 6  show  the  overall  proportion  of “different”  responses 
as a function of distance from the reference face for each of the 
three conditions of viewpoint. Table 3 gives medians and inter-
quartile ranges for P50 and DL. Overall number of “different” 
responses increased with increasing angle between identity vectors: 
Spearman’s rho rs = 0.621, p < 0.001. Increasing the angle between 
identity vectors increased the proportion of “different” responses 
(N = 12,210 total trials). Individual data for participants in the 
distinctiveness 0.5 condition was truncated in a number of cases. No 
P50 location could be calculated for four participants, three because 
their “different” response rate was <50% for the largest difference 
used (P50 set to 1, an underestimate) and one because false alarm 
rate was greater than 50 (P50 set to 0). Similarly, no P75 could be 
obtained for 10 participants in this condition because their “differ-
ent” response rate never reached that level. In these cases P75 was 
set to 1 and DL calculated accordingly (DL underestimated). Two 
other participants, one in distinctiveness condition 1.0 and one in 
2.0, also did not reach a 75% response rate and were also assigned 
P75 = 1. Re-analysis of data with these participants omitted did not 
change the effects reported so they are included here.
A Kruskal–Wallis test showed an effect of Distinctiveness on P50, 
with sensitivity appearing to be higher for the “anti-caricatured” 
0.5 SD condition: H(3) = 9.09, p = 0.03. Follow-up Mann–Whitney 
tests with Bonferroni corrected alpha = 0.05/6 showed no signifi-
cant pairwise differences in location between levels (all p’s > 0.1/6).
There was also an effect of distinctiveness on sensitivity with 
DL higher, sensitivity lower, for the 0.5 SD condition: H(3) = 33.9, 
p < 0.001. Follow-up Mann–Whitney tests with Bonferroni corrected 
alpha = 0.05/6 showed that DL was significantly higher in the 0.5 SD 
condition than 1.0 SD, U = 156.5, p < 0.001, r = −0.55; 1.5 SD, U = 95, 
p < 0.001, r = −0.66, and 2.0 SD, U = 125, p < 0.001, r = −0.71, condi-
tions. Median false alarms rates (“different” responses at 0° level) were 
all 0 except for the 0.5 SD condition which had a median rate of 0.1.
dIscussIon
Both criterion and sensitivity expressed as an angle were constant 
over the SD1 to SD2 range: median P50 was 51.5° and median sen-
sitivity DL 12.3°. This is consistent with an angle based   similarity 
face identity vector (Rhodes et al., 1998; Lewis and Johnston, 
1999; Ross et al., 2010). Comparison faces were the same distance 
from the average but in a different direction. All faces can be 
thought of as located on the same multi-dimensional annulus 
in face-space. Angular differences in direction between pairs of 
faces were systematically varied and P50 and DL calculated in 
these terms.
As a between participants manipulation we varied the distance 
of both comparison and reference faces from the mean, in effect 
moving all faces to a different annulus. This has the effect of varying 
their distinctiveness and the distance between them in face-space 
while keeping angular differences constant. Distances between vec-
tor endpoints increase in proportion to distance from the mean 
(by similar triangles). We ran four conditions with SD 0.5, 1.0, 
1.5, or 2.0. Reference faces for other conditions were generated by 
automatically caricaturing the 1 SD reference faces (Brennan, 1985; 
Rhodes, 1996; O’Toole et al., 1997). 0.5 SD reference faces constitute 
50% “anti-caricatures” while the 1.5 and 2 SD versions represent 
150 and 200% caricatures respectively. New sets of comparison 
faces were generated for each condition to avoid possible confounds 
associated with the particular faces used. Please see Figure 5 for 
examples of stimuli.
If perceived differences in identity are determined by differences 
in angle, distinctiveness should have little or no effect on P50 and/
or DL. Alternatively, if distance between faces is critical, P50 and/or 
DL expressed as an angle should decrease with increasing distinc-
tiveness as a constant distance between faces will correspond to a 
smaller angle when the faces are at a greater distance form the mean.
Method and MaterIals
Stimuli
All stimuli were generated using a PCA space based on a different 
set of faces and measurements than Experiments 1 and 2 (please see 
General Methods and Materials). Ten reference faces were used gen-
erated in the same way as the 1 SD comparison faces in Experiment 
1 (i.e., ±1 SD from the mean on all dimensions). This ensured that 
reference faces were all equivalent Euclidean and Mahalanobis dis-
tances away from the average. As with Experiment 1, there were 11 
levels of difference between the reference and the comparison face 
with 10 repetitions at each. Here differences were defined in terms of 
angle with levels from 0° to 90° in steps of 9°. All angles were calcu-
lated using Mahalanobis distances. Direction relative to the reference 
face was randomized with the constraint that direction was always 
orthogonal to the reference face’s identity vector. Orthogonalization 
was achieved using the Gram–Schmidt procedure and the magni-
tude of resulting vectors scaled so that comparison face vectors had 
the same magnitude as the corresponding reference faces. Euclidean 
values will have   varied   somewhat   depending on random direction. 
Table 2 | Median (iQr) of P50 and DL for all participants.
Condition measure  PC1 zero  PC2 zero
P50  0.46 (0.13)  0.55 (0.33)
DL  0.17 (0.18)  0.18 (0.18)
All values are in the SD units used to construct the stimuli (see General Methods 
and Materials).
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Figure 5 | (A) Example stimuli from Experiment 3. The rows show 0.5, 1.0, and 
2.0 SD conditions respectively. The first column shows one of the reference 
faces used and corresponds to 50, 100, and 200% caricatures of that face. The 
following three columns show random examples of 27°, 54°, and 81° 
comparison faces used in each condition. P50 was found to be slightly to the 
right of the third face in the first row (59.4°) and to the left of the third face in 
rows two (48.9°) and three (51.0°). All faces shown here at an angle of 30° but in 
the experiment all faces were shown as animation appearing to rotate between 
−45° to 45°. (B) Two-dimensional illustration of the relationship between 
reference and comparison faces in Experiment 3. Concentric circles show the 
four levels of distinctiveness used, 0.5, 1, 1.5, and 2 SD. Reference faces for the 
1 and 2 SD conditions are indicated in red as R1SD and R2SD respectively. 
Corresponding comparison faces are shown in blue. C1SD27 and C1SD54 are 
possible 27° and 54° comparison faces for the R1SD reference face. C2SD27 
and C2SD54 are the equivalent comparison faces for the R2SD reference face. 
The angle subtended at the origin remains constant between conditions but the 
distance between equivalent reference and comparison faces is greater for the 
2 SD faces.
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not the same, for example when the reference face is distinctive but 
the comparison face is not.
General dIscussIon
We measured criteria (P50) and sensitivity (DL) for same or dif-
ferent identity decisions in terms of differences in 3D face shape. 
Increasing physical differences between faces increased the propor-
tion of “different” identity responses throughout. The relationship 
between physical differences and response proportions provided 
the basis for estimates of the magnitude of differences perceived 
as a change in identity.
In Experiment 1 criterion was the same for a static or an animated 
change in view, despite the expected difference in sensitivity. This 
is consistent with criterion being determined by underlying differ-
ences between faces and not particular properties of the views shown. 
Sensitivity for the animated condition was equivalent to identical 
full-face view comparisons. The latter condition was associated with 
a significantly smaller criterion difference but both this and the high 
sensitivity may be accounted for by image rather than face based com-
parisons. The overall dissociation between sensitivity and criterion 
emphasizes the need to consider both when seeking to understand 
and predict both laboratory and real world identity matching.
Experiment 2 showed that neither criterion nor sensitivity cor-
responds to Euclidean distance: the major sources of physical vari-
ation are not necessarily the most important for decisions about 
identity. Sensitivity corresponded well with Mahalanobis distance, 
where each PC is weighted in terms of its variance. However crite-
rion was still disproportionately affected by PC2, although this is 
associated with less physical variation than PC1 with which it was 
metric  predicting  perceived  differences  in  identity.  The  cor-
responding distances between faces will have doubled over this 
range and results are clearly not consistent with either P50 or DL 
reflecting a constant distance as this would have corresponded to 
a decreasing angle.
Difference limen was significantly larger for 0.5 SD faces and 
there was a trend for a higher P50 in this condition. Previous studies 
have found that anti-caricatures are more poorly recognized than 
lateral caricatures, contrary to an angle based account (Rhodes 
et al., 1998; Lewis and Johnston, 1999). The results of Experiment 
1 suggest that 0.5 SD faces are perceived as the same as the average 
face much of the time. The higher P50 and DL found in this experi-
ment suggests that we have difficulty discriminating between them 
and are less likely to judge them as “different” (see Figure 5A, row 
1). This maybe why anti-caricatures (0.5 SD) behaved differently 
from the “normal” (1 SD) or caricatured (1.5 and 2 SD) faces here.
A criterion angle of 51.5° was found for judgments of faces in 
the normal (1 SD) to distinctive (2 SD) range. Angular differences 
account for both criterion and sensitivity over this range. In future 
it would be important to test if this generalizes to cases where the 
Table 3 | Median (iQr) of P50 and DL for all participants.
Distinctiveness  0.5  1.0  1.5  2.0 
(SD) measure
P50  59.4 (27.5)  52.7 (11.9)  48.9 (18.0)  51.0 (18.3)
DL  23.3 (19.2)  13.3 (5.5)  11.4 (5.6)  12.4 (7.9)
All values are in the degrees and correspond to the angle subtended at the origin 
(see Stimuli).
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Figure 6 | Proportion “different” responses as a function of physical difference expressed as the angle subtended at the origin of face-space for the four 
conditions of experiment 3. Dotted lines indicate individual psychometric functions and solid red lines combined data.
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measuring discrimination at the category boundary although cat-
egorical perception is though to be associated with familiar rather 
than unfamiliar faces (Mckone et al., 2001; Angeli et al., 2008).
The broader aim of this work is to link physical and psycho-
logical face-spaces. Experiments 2 and 3 provided evidence for 
Mahalanobis over Euclidean distance as a metric, and for differ-
ences in angle over distance as determinants of identity distinc-
tions. Clearly there are many other issues to explore, particularly 
the optimal weighting of physical dimensions and we are currently 
doing this by seeking to establish a psychological face-space on the 
basis of perceived similarity that can be specified in terms of the 
physical face-space. It will then be necessary to test whether the 
psychological face-space provides a better account of perceived 
changes in identity using the methods developed here.
While the use of 3D shape models has considerable advantages, 
keeping surface reflectance constant inevitably affects the task and 
generalization of results. Surface scanning technology is advancing 
and can now produce near photorealistic results. If accurate surface 
reflectance information that was independent of lighting could be 
recorded and modeled, this would provide an even more powerful 
tool for generating controlled stimuli. The ability to scan faces at 
increasing frame rates will also allow within face variation to be 
addressed – faces are constantly changing quite dramatically in shape 
when, for example, we speak, eat, or express emotion although there 
is no corresponding change in identity. Incorporating such variation 
in face-space models is a critical challenge for future work especially 
as within face changes epitomize types of large detectable changes 
that should not be interpreted as a change in identity.
suMMary
The criteria adopted when people make same or different identity 
decisions determine whether two example faces are seen as being the 
same person or not. The experiments reported provided estimates of 
the physical differences in 3D face shape that correspond to these cri-
teria. Criterion was also found to dissociate from sensitivity with, for 
example, P50 but not DL the same for an animated and a static change 
in view (Experiment 1). Raw Euclidean physical differences in shape 
did not characterize when faces were seen as different but Mahalanobis 
distances predicted sensitivity and provide a principled compromise 
for weighting different sources of variation (Experiment 2). The angles 
between identity vectors were found to characterize perceived changes 
in identity better than distances for faces one or more SD from the 
average (Experiment 3). Taken together, the results demonstrate the 
importance of considering criterion in addition to sensitivity and 
suggest that angular differences based on a Mahalanobis metric may 
provide a good way to link physical to perceived differences.
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compared. This may reflect the particular dimensions tested and it 
was argued that Mahalanobis distance provides a principled way to 
weight the contribution of different sources of variation that allows 
dimensions more likely to be associated with individual variation 
to influence physical distance measures.
Experiment 3 provided evidence that an angle based difference 
measure better predicts perceived differences in identity than a dis-
tance based measure. Angular criterion and sensitivity were constant 
over a range where corresponding distances doubled. Observers were 
less sensitive to differences between “anti-caricatured” faces 0.5 SD 
from the mean, and the associated criterion was higher.
In the introduction we argued that perceiving a change in iden-
tity involves more than just being able to detect differences between 
images. Our aim was to measure criterion difference that would 
correspond to a perceived change in identity at least 50% of the 
time. The human face recognition system remains one of the best 
available (although see O’Toole et al., 2007) and an assumption of 
this work was that the criterion adopted by humans would provide 
a valuable estimate in the context of automatic or objective com-
parisons. Criterion difference may also be critical to the problem 
of knowing who you do not know, the “unfamiliar” response in 
recognition. Any face seen for the first time will always have a known 
face that is the closest match and has the potential to lead to a false 
identification. A criterion difference above which a novel face is 
correctly categorized as unfamiliar is one possible solution to this 
issue (Shin and Nosofsky, 1992). While equivalent or very similar 
decision rules can be formulated based on the ratio of the closest 
match to one or more other matches (Valentine, 1991; Wills et al., 
2000; Ross et al., 2010), understanding how different a face has to 
be before it is perceived as a different person is the central problem.
There were considerable individual differences, as evidenced 
here by IQR for P50 and reported previously (Kemp et al., 1997; 
Megreya and Burton, 2008). Understanding these is necessary for 
establishing objective and general criteria but medians provide an 
initial estimate. It would also be valuable to test if the estimates of 
criterion do predict which faces are perceived as familiar in rec-
ognition tests. It may also be important to try and deliberately 
manipulate criterion through, for example, instructions. Here we 
asked people to respond on the basis of whether “the two faces are 
the same person or not” but it may be necessary to demonstrate 
that this produces different results than if we ask people to respond 
on the basis of “any difference.” Sensitivity is estimated by the lat-
ter task and we have shown that criterion can change independ-
ently of this. Animating views in Experiment 1 increased sensitivity 
without changing the physical difference that was perceived as a 
change in identity. It is also potentially interesting to see whether 
the reverse change in instructions and analysis in terms of criterion 
and sensitivity would inform interpretation of previously reported 
experiments (Freire et al., 2000; Maurer et al., 2002).
The criterion observed did not correspond to step change but 
both individual and pooled psychometric functions had sigmoid or 
similar non-linear functions with response rates often constant at the 
ends of the scale. The comparison between animated and static views 
in Experiment 1 showed that the underlying psychometric function 
can be made steeper without shifting criterion. In a sense criterion 
corresponds to a category boundary between “same” and “different” 
person although we did not seek to test for categorical perception as 
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